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INTRODUCTION 
The submodule structure of the Weyl modules for groups of type A, was 
announced by Carter and Cline [ 11. Later, Deriziotis [2] published a 
proof of these results using calculations with the hyperalgebra for the 
group. 
Let G,= SL(n + 1, K) be the (simply-connected) group of type A,, for 
an algebraically closed field K of prime characteristic p. In this paper we 
give a complete description (Theorem 2.3) of the submodule structure of 
the dual Weyl modules of highest weight a multiple of 2,) where { 1, ,..., 2,) 
are the usual fundamental weights (see 2.1). The methods also apply to the 
dual Weyl modules of highest weight a multiple of A,,. 
Our proof depends on the equivalence of G,-submodules with 
UKsubmodules, where U, is the hyperalgebra of G, (see 1.1). Although 
this equivalence follows from [4], we prefer to give an independent proof 
for the case of modules derived from representations of the associated com- 
plex Lie algebra, since a self-contained proof within the framework of the 
theory of Chevalley groups can be given in this case (see 1.3). 
All representation modules considered in this paper will be assumed to 
be finite dimensional. 
1. DERIVED MODULES AND HYPERALGEBRAS 
1.1. Notations 
We shall recall some basic facts about the process of deriving represen- 
tations of Chevalley groups from representations of complex Lie algebras 
by “reduction modulo p.” Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, with 
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Cartan subalgebra h. Let R be the root system of h in g, A a base of R, X 
the set of weights, and X+ the set of dominant weights relative to A. We 
recall that A determines a partial order on X. Let {x,: r E R} be the set of 
root vectors in a Chevalley basis for g, U(g) the universal enveloping 
algebra of g, and U, the subring of U(g) generated by all x:/s! (r E R, 
s > 0). For any field K, we form the K-algebra U, = U, Oz K, which has 
been referred to as the hyperalgebra when K is algebraically closed [2]. 
Given a dominant weight 1, we shall denote the irreducible U=module 
of highest weight 1 by M(1). 
1.2. Admissible Lattices 
Let I/ be a g-module. An admissible lattice on V is a Z-form V, on V 
which is invariant under U,. If we form the K-vector space I’,= I/, Oz K, 
we get an obvious action of U, on I’,, given by (u @ 1). (u 0 1) = 
(uu)OLuEUZ,uEV,, which makes I’, into a U=module. 
Now suppose G, is the universal Chevalley group over K of the same 
type as g. G, is generated by linear operators of the form 
x,(t) = f t”p(x#!)) (PER, tEK), 
\ = 0 
where p(x) denotes the action of x0 1 on a K-vector space 
W,= W,&K, for XEU,, and where W, is an admissible lattice on a 
faithful g-module W, the weights of which generate X as an abelian group. 
Then G, acts on I/, above in the following way: 
x,(t).(u@l)= f ((X;/S!)@tS).(U@l) (r E R, t E K). 
S=O 
We remark that both the “infinite” sums given above are actually finite, 
due to finite-dimensionality of the modules involved. We refer to V, as the 
derived module (over U, or GK), and note that V/K generally depends on the 
choice of admissible lattice V,. If K is algebraically closed, then G, is a 
simply-connected semisimple algebraic group over K and VK is a rational 
G,-module, and the root system, weights, dominant weights, etc., of G, in 
the sense of algebraic groups may be identified with R, X, X+, etc., in such 
a way that the weight of u@ 1 in V, is identified with the weight of a 
weight vector u E V,. 
1.3. Equiualence of Submodule Structure 
The proof of the following result is based on [S, Lemma (2E)]. 
LEMMA. Let V, be a derived module, and K an infinitefield. Then the lat- 
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tice of U,++ubmodules of V, coincides with the lattice of GKsubmodules 
of VP 
Proof: Let r(g), r(x) denote the linear transformations on VK 
corresponding to the actions of g E G,, x E U,. Then for any r E R, t E K, 
there is some N such that 
T(X,(t))= f fT((X;/S!)@ 1). 
A=0 
Choosing N+ 1 distinct values to, t, ,..., t, for t in the above, we get a 
system of linear equations with invertible Vandermonde coeffkient matrix, 
which can be solved to obtain 
T((X;/S!) @ 1) =c akT(xr(tk)) 
for certain ak E K, and all s d N. Since t((x;/s!) @ 1) = 0 for all s > N, the 
desired result follows. 
1.4. Duality 
The contragredient module V$ of a derived module VK is itself a derived 
module, the module derived from the (admissible) lattice V: in V* dual to 
V, in V. If (Us,..., o,} is a basis for V,, and {UT,..., vz} the corresponding 
dual basis for V2, then for any XE ZJz, 
where aJx), a;(x) are elements of K, and the matrices (ati( and (a:(x)) 
are contragredient (each is the negative transpose of the other.) 
1.5. The Weyl Modules 
We now assume that K is algebraically closed. The Weyl modules are 
derived modules constructed as follows. For ,uEX’, let V(p) denote the 
irreducible g-module of highest weight ,LL Let V(P)~ be a minimal 
admissible lattice on V(p), then V(P)~= U,v,, for some maximal vector 
u. E V(p). The corresponding derived module V(p),= V(p), Oz K is a 
module of highest weight CL, generated by the maximal vector uO@ 1. V(P)~ 
is the Weyl module associated with ,u, which enjoys the following universal 
property. 
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THEOREM (Jantzen [ 3, Satz 11). Let M be any U=module of highest 
weight some p E X+, which is generated by a maximal vector. Then there is a 
UKepimorphism V(p), + M. 
2. SUBMODULE STRUCTURE 
2.1. The Modules D,,, 
We keep the notations of 1.1, and henceforth take g = sl(n + 1, C), h = set 
of diagonal matrices in g. The roots of r E R are all elements of the form 
oi - oi (i # j), where oi denotes the functional which maps an element of h 
onto its ith diagonal entry (hence, wi + ... + o,, i = 0). We take 
A= {oi--oi+,: 1 < if n}, then the corresponding fundamental weights 
are Aj=ol + ... + Oj ( 1 d j < n). The set { A1 ,..., I,, > forms a Z-basis for X, 
and the elements of X’ are just the non-negative integral linear com- 
binations of the lys.. 
We take, for r = oi- Oj, the root vector x, = eii, where eV denotes the 
matrix in g with 1 in (i, j)th entry, 0 elsewhere (i # j). We also assume that 
K is algebraically closed of characteristic p, Finally, we have 
G, = SL(n + 1, K). 
Fix a positive integer m, and let B(m) denote the set of all ordered par- 
titions /l = (pi ,..., fi,+ ,) of m into n + 1 parts (0 allowed). Let D,,, be the 
complex vector space of formal linear combinations of the elements in 
B(m). For notational convenience, we introduce the partition rrj of 1, for 
l<j<nfl, by 
where Sj,, is the usual Kronecker 6. We define an action of g on D,,, by 
f?qefi=/?j(fl+71i-7Cj), ldi#j<n+l, (2.1) 
for any partition /? E B(m). With this action, D,,C is isomorphic with the 
mth symmetric power of the natural module for g. A calculation shows that 
the elements of B(m) are weight vectors of Dm,C, the weight of p given by 
C pjoj. It follows that all weights in DmSc have multiplicity one. The dimen- 
sion of D,,, is equal to the cardinality of B(m) and is given by 
(“t “) = (m ,’ “). Since the partition /? = (m, O,..., 0) has highest weight rnd 1 in 
D m,C and generates D,+., it follows that D,,, is irreducible. 
2.2. The Modules D,,, 
It is immediate that the Z-span of B(m) forms an admissible lattice D,,z 
on Dm,Cy by Eqs. 2.1. Let D,,, denote the corresponding derived module, 
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and abuse notation by denoting a basis element /I@ 1 by simply /?, for any 
/?E B(m). Then we regard D,,, as the space of formal K-linear com- 
binations of the elements of B(m). D,,, is isomorphic with the mth sym- 
metric power of the natural module for G,. 
For 1 < i# j< n + 1, s 20, denote the generator (et/s!)@ 1 of UK by 
et(s). By induction on Eqs. 2.1, we have 
eij(s) . /? = 
0 
4 1/&3+sn,-sx-) 
s J ’ 
for any /?E B(m), where 1, is the identity of K 
PROPOSITION. D,,, is iomorphic with the dual Weyl module V(mA,)t. 
Proof By 1.4, the dual Dz,K is derived from the lattice in DX,C dual to 
D l?Z,ZT and if {/3*} denotes the basis of Dz,K dual to B(m), we have 
equations 
eg(s). /I* = - Pj+s 
( ) s 
1 ,&I - src; + s7rjni)*. 
The weights of Dz,K are the negatives of the weights of Dm,K, so the highest 
weight in Dz,K is ml,. The vector (0, O,..., 0, m)* in DX,K is a weight vector 
of weight m&, so by Theorem 1.5 there is a UKepimorphism 
W4JK -+ or): K9 which must be an isomorphism by dimension com- 
parison (D,,c is irreducible of highest weight mn,,). 
2.3. Structure of D,,, 
For a fixed m as above, let A4 be the unique non-negative integer such 
thatp”<m<pM+‘. If k is a non-negative integer, let d,(k) be the uth digit 
in the p-adic expansion of k: k = C, d,(k) p”, where 0 d d,(k) < p - 1, all u. 
Moreover, for each u 3 0, set e,(k) = d,(k) + d,(k) p + . . . + d,(k) p”, the 
smallest non-negative integer such that e,(k) 5 k (mod p”+ ‘). 
We now define a subset E(m) of the power set (0, l,..., n}“. If M=O, we 
set E(m) = (0). Now assume that M>O. Given any partition /I of B(m), 
write 
II+1 II+1 
da,(B) = C du(Bj), e,(P) = C e,(Pj). 
j=l j=l 
Since C jIi = m, e,(B) = e,(m) (mod p”+ ‘), for all u = 0, l,..., M- 1. Hence, 
there exist integers LX,, Q,..., ~1~ such that 
e,(B) = e,(m) + ~1, + 1 pU+ ’ (O<u<M-- 1). (*I 
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Since e,(P) > e,(m), a ,,+, 20, and since e,(flj) < p“+’ - 1, for all j, it 
follows that a u + I < n. Thus, we have associated with /? in B(m) an element 
a = (a1 ,..., aM) in {0, l,..., n}“. By Eq. (*), we see that a,, i represents the 
“carry” into the p” + 1 -column when adding /?i, fi,..., fl,+ i p-adically. For 
this reason, we shall refer to a as the curry pattern of the partition fl in 
B(m). Then, for M> 0, we define E(m) to be the set of all carry patterns of 
all elements in B(m). 
We put a partial ordering on E(m) by declaring that a da’ if and only if 
a, d al,, all u = l,..., A4, where a = (a, ,..., aM), a’ = (a; ,..., a’M). We say that a 
subset F of E(m) is closed (relative to <) if F contains the predecessors of 
all of its elements: if a’ E E(m), a E F, and a’ < a, then a’ E F. The closed sets 
in E(m) form the closed sets in a topology on E(m). 
For any carry pattern a in E(m), we define Y, to be the subspace of D,,, 
spanned by all /I E B(m) which have carry pattern a. (For M = 0, we con- 
vene that every ,4 E B(m) has carry pattern 0.) Clearly D,,, is the direct 
sum of the Yx’s, for a E E(m). It turns out that these subspaces form the 
basic “building blocks” from which all submodules of D,,, are constructed. 
Denote the unique minimal element (O,..., 0) of E(m) by 0. 
THEOREM. The correspondence F--f X, = C, E r Y, gives a bijection 
between the non-empty closed subsets of E(m) and the submodules of Dm,K. If 
a is maximal in a closed set FE E(m), then F - {a} is closed, and 
x,/x,- (x} is irreducible. In particular Y0 is the unique irreducible submodule 
of Dm,K, and fin < p, then D,,, is irreducible. 
2.4. Highest Weights 
Before we prove Theorem 2.3, we give some information on highest 
weight vectors occurring in a non-zero Y,. If a E E(m), let /I” denote the 
partition of highest weight p% in Y,. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that if 
XE=ZtF Y, is a submodule of Dm,K, then the composition factors of X,. 
are all M(pZ), for a E F. In particular, the composition factors of D,,, are 
all M&), a E E(m). Since the weights of D,,, all occur with multiplicity 
one, it follows that the multiplicity of each composition factor is 1. 
Recall that if a = (al,..., aM) is the carry pattern for a partition 8, then 
e,(P) = e,(m) + a,+, P”+ ’ (Odu<M- 1). (*) 
One easily verifies that condition (*) is equivalent to 
d,(P) = d,(m) + a,, 1 P - a, (0 d 24 < M), (**) 
where we interpret a,, = aM + , = 0. 
By Section 2.1, the weight of fl is given by CT=+: fljwj, which, when 
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expressed in terms of simple roots in d, becomes CT= r (p, + ..* + pi - 
jm/(n + l))(oj- oj+ r). Thus, to compute p”, the partition of highest weight 
in Y,, we maximize, in turn, b,, p2 ,..., /?,+ , , subject to the constraint given 
by condition (**). Thus /?” is given p-adically by 
d,(Bi*) = P - 1, if j<NJa), 
= R,(u), if j=N,(a)+ 1, 
= 0, if j> N,(a) + 1, 
where N,(a) = integer part of (d,(m) + a,, , p - a,)/(~ - l), and R,(a) = 
4Am) + a,+ I P-a,-(p-l)N,(a). 
PROPOSITION. Let a= (a, ,..., a,,,,) be an element of { 0 ,..., n } M. Then 
aEE(m) if and only if O<d,(m)+a,+,p-a,<(n+l)(p-l), for all 
u = o,..., M. 
Proof If a E E(m), then a is the carry pattern of some partition p which 
satisfies (**). Since 0 6 d,(/?,) < p - 1, all j, 0 <d,(P) < (n + l)(p - l), so 
the stated conditions hold. 
Conversely, if a satisfies the stated conditions, then b” is a well-defined 
partition in B(m), which has carry pattern a, by (**). 
2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.3 
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 2.3. We begin by recalling 
the action of the hyperalgebra U, on Dm,K, given by equations 2.2: 
e&s). B = B 
0 
’ l,(/?+sZi-SQ (i# j, s>O). s 
LEMMA A. Let O<i#jdn+l,s>O, andBEB(m). Then: 
(a) eJs) * /? is non-zero tf and only zf d,(s) < dU(/Ij), all u 2 0. 
(b) If e&s). fi is non-zero, then it is a multiple of a partition with carry 
pattern less than or equal to the carry pattern of p. 
(c) If F is closed in E(m), then XF=CDIEF Y, is a submodule of D,,,. 
Proof: Part (a) follows immediately from the elementary fact that 
For (b), set y = B + NC, - snj, so that yi = pi + s, rj = /3j - s, and yk = /lk, 
all k # i, j. Since d,(s) < dU(Bj), all U, it follows that e,(yj) = e,(/Ij) - e,(s), 
all U. Moreover, we clearly have e,(y,) <ee,(Pi) + e,(s), all U, so it follows 
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that e,(y) d e,(P), for all U. By Eq. (*), it now follows that the carry pattern 
of y is less than or equals the carry pattern of j. 
Part (c) is evident from (a) and (b). 
We now identify a basic operation on partitions. If /? E B(m), 0 6 i # j < 
n + 1, and if a is any integer satisfying 0 <a < d,(p,), then the partition 
fit ap”(n, - 711) lies in the submodule of D,,, generated by /3. We shall refer 
to this operation as moving ap” from /Ii to pi. 
LEMMA B. Let 0 d u0 < M, and suppose that /I, y are partitions in B(m) 
such that d,,(Pk) = d,(y,), all u # uO, 0 6 k f n + 1. Then y lies in the sub- 
module generated by /I. 
Proof. Let a&?) = duo(Pk) - duo(yk). Then Ck a&?) = 0. Define sets 
P(p) = {k: a&?) >O}, N(P) = {k: a&?) < 0). If N(P) is empty, then 
a&?) = 0, for all k, and so /? = y. 
We proceed by induction on card N(P). Assume card N(P) > 0. Let i be 
some element of N(b), andj(l),...,j(w) elements of P(p) such that 
Then we can move a total of -aipUo from fijcij,..., fljcw, to fii, using the 
basic operation. Let 8’ denote the resulting partition. Then /?‘, y satisfy the 
hypotheses of the lemma, and card N(j?‘) is strictly less than card N(b). By 
induction, the result follows. 
COROLLARY. Let p E B(m) n Y,, some a E E(m). Then the submodule of 
D m,K generated by j? contains Y,. 
Proof: Let y be an arbitrary partition in Y,. Then by condition (**), we 
see that d,(B) = d,(y), all u > 0. By Lemma B, with u0 = 0, /?’ lies in the sub- 
module generated by /?, where d,(&)=d,(y,), all j= l,..., n + 1, and 
d,(j?J) = dU(flj), all u 2 1, j = l,..., n + 1. By Lemma B applied to /3’, y, with 
u. = 1, we get some fl” in the submodule generated by fl’, where 
d,(&‘)=d,(y,), all U< 1, j= l,..., n+ 1, and d,(&‘) = d,(bj), all ~22, 
j= l,..., n + 1. Continuing in this manner, after M+ 1 such steps, we will 
reach y. Since Y, is spanned by the partitions it contains, the result follows. 
Now we introduce the following notation. Let R, denote the M-tuple 
with a 1 in the vth position, 0 elsewhere, for any v = l,..., M. (Earlier we 
used the symbol rti to denote a similar (n + 1)-tuple, but this abuse of 
notation should present no problems, since it shall always be clear from 
context which usage is meant.) 
LEMMA C. Let a, a’ E E(m), such that a > a’. Then there is some 
a” E E(m) such that a > a” > a’, and a - aN = IZ,, some v = l,..., M. 
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ProoJ: Let a, = ~1, -a:, all a= 0 ,..., M+ 1. Then a, = a,,,,+, =0 by 
earlier notational conventions. For UE {l,..., M), we have by 
Proposition 2.4 that c( - n, E E(m) if and only if fu- i(c1) 2 p and f,(a) 6 
(n+ l)(p- l)- 1, wheref,(a)=d,(m)+q,+,p-q,, all ~20. Hence, if no 
a” exists which satisfies the conclusions of the Lemma, then we have: 
(1) For all o E { l,..., M}, if a,#O, then f,-l(a)<p, or f(a)= 
(n + 1 )(P - 1). 
Moreover, since CI’ E E(m), we have: 
(2) For all UE (0, l,..., M}, O<f,(a)-a,+,p+a,<(n+ l)(p-I). 
Let u be the smallest subscript such that a, # 0. There exists such a u 
since a’ < a, and because a, = 0, we have u 2 1. By (2), since a, _ i = 0, we 
have 06f,+I(a)-a,p, hence f,-,(a)>p. By (l), f,(a)=(n+l)(p-1). 
Hence, by (2) once again, we have -a, + i p + a, < 0, which implies that 
a,+, +O. 
By (1) applied to v + 1, we conclude thatf,, ,(a) = (n + l)(p - l), and as 
above it follows that a, + 2 # 0. Continuing in this way, we find that f,(a) = 
(n + l)(p - l), and a, # 0, for all u > V. This contradicts the fact that 
a M+, = 0, so the lemma is established. 
LEMMA D. Suppose a, a-z, E E(m), where 1 <v 6 M. Let /?E B(m)n 
Y,. Then the submodule generated by B contains Y, ~ KL,. 
Proof: By Corollary B, it suffices to show that the partition /?“, of 
highest weight in Y,, may be rearranged using the basic operation to get a 
partition in Y, _ llV. Recall that Da is given by 
d,CB;, = P - 1, if jGN,(a), 
= Ma), if j= N,(a) + 1, 
= 0, if j> N,(a) + 1, 
where d,(m) + a,,+, p-a,=(p-l)N,(a)+R,(a), O<R,(a)<p-1. 
Since a - zn, E E(m), by Proposition 2.4 we have N,(a) <n, R,(a) < p - 1, 
and p<d,-,(m)+a,p-a,-,. Set N=N,-,(a), R=R,-,(a). We dis- 
tinguish two cases. 
Case 1. If N=n+l, then d,-,(&)=p-1, allj=l,..., n+l. In this 
case, we move 1 . p”- ’ from p, to B, + , . 
Case 2. If N< n, then we do the following. If R = 0, we move 
(p-1)~“~’ from pN to /3,,+i, and move 1 *p”-’ from B,.,-i to pntl (if 
R=O, then N>2). If R>O, then we move Rp”-’ from fi,,,+, to fin+, 
(unless N= n), and move (p-R) p”-’ from BN to Pn+i. 
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In any of these cases, the resulting partition has carry pattern CI -n,, so 
the result follows. 
COROLLARY. Let j~B(m)n Y,, for cr~E(m). Suppose ol’~E(m) and 
a 2 a’. Then the submodule generated by j? contains Y,.. 
Proof. Just put together Lemmas C and D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let F be a non-empty closed subset of E(m), and 
a a maximal element of F. Then F- (a} is closed. Set X, = C, E F Y,, and 
suppose that A4 is a submodule of X, which properly contains X,- (E). 
Since M is a direct sum of its weight spaces, A4 has a weight vector which 
lies in Y,. Since weight vectors are scalar multiples of elements of B(m), A4 
contains some /? E B(m) n Y,. By Corollary B, it follows that A4 = X,. Thus 
X,/X,_ {I) is irreducible, of highest weight pal, the highest weight in Y,. 
Thus the composition factors of D,,, are (M(&: a E E(m)}. Now if A4 
FIGURE 1 
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is an arbitrary submodule of D,,, let F be the set of all ale such that 
p, is a weight of M. By Corollary D, F is closed in E(m). We have M? X,, 
and clearly M and X, have the same composition factors, hence M= X,. 
We have shown that any submodule of D,,, is of the form X,, for some 
closed subset F of E(m). By Lemma A, any such X, is a submodule, and 
the theorem is established. 
2.6. Example 
Suppose that n=2, andm=a,+a,p+a,p’, Oda,<p-1. Assume that 
m is such that E(m) is as large as possible: E(m) = (0, 1, 2) x (0, 1, 2) (for 
this to hold it suffices that 2 < ai < p - 3, i = 0, 1,2). In this case the sub- 
module lattice of D,,, is as given in Fig. 1. 
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